Photography Critiques by Image
offering my experience as a photography judge,
educator and mentor over the internet
Honest and constructive critiques are valuable for photographers who want to improve
their skills. I will provide specific written feedback for each image submitted in the
following areas; impact, technical aspects, composition and, color, tone and contrast. A
summary will provide suggestions for improvement or shooting advice if applicable.

Try It!
Send me an email at denisebushphoto@gmail.com letting me know that you would
like an online critique. Answer these questions:
1. How many images would you like critiqued?
2. What is your skill level?
3. What photo processing software do you use?
4. What kind of camera do you have?
5. Do you shoot jpeg or raw?
6. Anything else you feel I should know or like me to focus on?

Pricing & Payment
4 photos - $16 | 8 photos - $30 | 16 photos - $56
You can easily make an online payment through PayPal, simply go to your account and
‘send money’ to denisebushphoto@gmail.com. If you do not have a PayPal account let
me know in the email and I will send you my mailing address to submit payment.

Send the Photos
Once I receive payment I will send you a notice to email the photographs. Please send
two attached photographs per email and I will reply to each email. Size the photos to
about 1200 pixels on the long side and make them sRGB jpegs.
If you prefer to send links to the photographs or album of photographs in one email you
may do so, as long as they are not on a site that requires signing up or a special account.

Photography Consultation
feedback and one-on-one discussion over the phone
Consultations may include general feedback, advice on where I see your strengths and
finding your niche, web presence, career development and more specific questions
photographers might like to discuss. My hourly rate for general mentoring and consultation is $28 with a one hour minimum. When requested, time spent reviewing work
before a phone consultation will be recorded at the hourly rate. Send me an email at
denisebushphoto@gmail.com to start.
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Denise earned a BFA from Moore College of Art & Design and has won many awards for her photographs. Her experience includes exhibiting, leading seminars, workshops and tours, judging with
critiques at photography clubs and online, acting as the juror for fine art photography exhibits,
providing one-on-one photography training and mentoring, as well as knowledge gained from
numerous classes, workshops and years of training.
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